
We continue the story of our heritage and move 40 years back in time. The oil crisis changed the focus of
energy policies toward increased energy efficiency and conservation. With traditional technology and a fast-
growing world population, economic development was not sustainable without harming the environment. Back
then we started to help clients raise their environmental awareness, which is still our important mission today.

This is #4 of 20 stories that we've carefully selected from our history to share with you.
Find more on our website!
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Up until the oil crisis, Tebodin had been mostly involved in the
design and construction of new factories and installations. Many
major industries were now forced to reconsider their
development strategies. The energy shortage and environmental
issues gradually turned into a source of inspiration. Clients
started to take drastic efficiency measures, reducing the number
of employees by automating production processes.
 
We got involved in a growing number of relatively small projects
aimed at fine-tuning production processes and adjusting existing
installations. Meeting the new market demand and client
expectations meant that Tebodin had to reach new levels of
flexibility. Continuously composing dedicated project teams
became the aim of the game.
 
Our company opened a new office in Spijkenisse, from
which the big industrial areas west of Rotterdam could be
served. In the years that followed, our company would be
rewarded for its philosophy of being close to the client.
 

With a staff of 850 turnover in the Netherlands stabilized at a new
and higher level. ANDOC constructed a large new production
platform for the Dunlin oil field off Scotland's Shetland Islands,
operated by Shell. Our company took care of the design and
construction management of the mechanical and electrical systems
inside the colossal concrete structure. With a total of 500,000 man-
hours, this was the largest single order in Tebodin history up to that
time.
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The  economic  difficulties caused a shift in activities. Rather than creating
entirely new factories, our company was  now involved in optimizing
existing facilities. Clients achieved significant cost reductions by using their
raw materials, energy and equipment more effectively than ever before.
 
Even the traditional scope of services was extended with new products.
These included environmental permits and impact assessments,
wastewater treatment, soil remediation, safety studies and process
simulations.
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